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Abstract

This study is an investigation of L2 speakers’ production of the pharyngeal gesture in the English /ɹ/. Real-time MRI recordings from one L1 French/L2 English and one L1 Greek/L2 English speaker were analyzed and compared with recordings from a native English speaker to examine whether the gestural composition of the rhotic consonant(s) in a speaker’s L1, presence and location of a pharyngeal gesture, influences their production of English /ɹ/. While the L1 French speaker produced the expected high pharyngeal constriction in their production of the French rhotic, he did not appear to consistently produce an English-like low pharyngeal constriction in his production of English /ɹ/. Similarly, the native Greek speaker did not consistently produce a pharyngeal constriction of any kind in either his L1 rhotic (as expected) or in English /ɹ/. These results suggest that the acquisition and production of the pharyngeal gesture in the English rhotic approximant is particularly difficult for learners whose L1 rhotics lack an identical constriction, potentially due to a general difficulty of acquiring pharyngeal gestures that are not in the L1, the similarity of the acoustic consequences of the different components of a rhotic, or L1 transfer into the L2.

Index Terms: phonetics, speech production, articulation, second language acquisition

1. Introduction

The present study is an investigation of the production of the pharyngeal component of the English rhotic approximant by second language (L2) speakers, examining whether the inclusion of a pharyngeal constriction is part of the gestural constellation in their L1 rhotic and, if present, whether the location of this constriction within the pharynx may influence their production of English /ɹ/.

Although the exact tongue posture observed in the formation of English /ɹ/ is highly variable between speakers and contexts, with over a dozen possible tongue postures ranging from “retroflex” to “bunched” attested among native English speakers [1], its gestural composition is stable across these different tongue postures. In most dialects of American English, the approximant /ɹ/ is produced by the coordination of three supralaryngeal constrictions: a labial constriction, a lingual constriction in the palatal region, and a pharyngeal constriction in which the tongue root retracts towards the pharyngeal wall [2]. According to perturbation theory, these three constrictions conspire to generate the most salient acoustic correlate of English /ɹ/, its low F3 value. This can be explained as a consequence of the fact that the location of each of its characteristic supralaryngeal constrictions (the lips, the palatal region and the pharynx) corresponds to an F3 velocity maximum in a neutral tube (cf. [3]). Considering that all three of these constrictions do, to some extent, generate similar acoustic consequences in the production of English /ɹ/, it raises the question as to whether second language (L2) English speakers may fail to acquire one of these gestures due to misperception of the underlying gestural representation of /ɹ/. Furthermore, since all of these gestures have a similar acoustic consequence, the question emerges of whether a failure to produce one of them would have a noticeable impact on the perceived authenticity of their production of the English rhotic.

In addition, the acquisition of the pharyngeal gesture by an L2 speaker may be influenced by the speaker’s L1 production experience. This may be particularly relevant in acquiring the pharyngeal gesture in English /ɹ/, as sounds involving gestures in this region of the vocal tract tend to pose significant perceptual and/or control challenges for L2 learners. For example, the claim that the failure of many non-native Arabic speakers to accurately produce pharyngeal consonants arises from learners’ difficulties in both correctly perceiving and reproducing these sounds is supported by cases in which the sound used as a substitute for a pharyngeal consonant is acoustically distinct (i.e., the tendency for learners to produce a glottal stop instead of the voiced pharyngeal fricative [ʕ]) [4]. Considering this, it seems likely that the acquisition of the pharyngeal component of English /ɹ/ would pose a particular challenge to adult L2 learners, depending on their L1 experience, regardless of whether or not they accurately perceive its presence as a gestural component of English /ɹ/ [5, 6].

One of the principal components that characterizes rhotics is the presence of a pharyngeal gesture [7]; this parametric specification of that gesture can vary, including a high (“dorsopalatal”) pharyngeal constriction, such as the canonical French rhotic and many of its allophones, and a low (“epiglottopharyngeal”) constriction [8] like English /ɹ/. As such, learners’ success in acquiring the pharyngeal gesture in English /ɹ/ may differ depending on whether their native language is like Greek, which has a rhotic consonant (an alveolar tap) without a pharyngeal constriction [9], or like French, which has a rhotic consonant with a constriction at a different location in the pharynx than the English rhotic.

Given both the aforementioned difficulty for L2 speakers to learn to produce consonants involving pharyngeal gestures and the observation that L1 articulatory patterns may influence the production of similar L2 sounds [10], we may predict that one or both of the non-native English speakers may fail to produce a low pharyngeal constriction in their production of /ɹ/. This could indicate that the speakers have failed to accurately acquire this gesture as part of their mental representation of the L2 sound, either because of a failure to
perceive its presence or due to the influence of their L1 gestural patterns, or that speakers have acquired the mental representation of this gesture but have failed to produce it due to the influence of L1 articulatory patterns. Alternatively, if both the French and Greek participants produce English /ɹ/ with a low pharyngeal constriction, this would indicate that they have accurately acquired this component of the segment, although they may conceivably still differ from native English speakers with respect to the relative timing or magnitude of the gesture.

2. Methods

2.1. Materials and Participants

Recordings from three male speakers were used in this study: one L1 English speaker (ENG), one L1 French/L2 English speaker (FR), and one L1 Greek/L2 English speaker (GK). All three were recorded reading the fable “The North Wind and the Sun” in English and, when applicable, in their native language. All speakers were living in the United States at the time they were recorded, and the two non-native speakers were both highly proficient in English. The recordings were made using a rtMRI protocol developed for the analysis of speech production [11]. Participants were recorded speaking while lying on their back, and were imaged in the mid-sagittal plane with a resolution of 68 x 68 pixels and a reconstructed frame rate of 23.18 frames per second. A total of 230 tokens of rhotic consonants were collected from these recordings, with 30 to 56 collected for each speaker in each language.

2.2. Analysis

A region of interest technique was used to estimate tongue movement within different regions of the pharynx during rhotic production [12]. Two pseudo-circular regions with a radius of three pixels were manually defined along an automatically derived vocal tract midline: one (‘DOR’) high in the pharynx, to measure movement in the region of the pharyngeal constriction. The other (‘PHAR’) in the lower half of the pharynx, to measure movement associated with the dorsopalatal constriction in the pharynx, to measure movement in the region of the

The average pixel intensity inside each region was calculated for each frame, with higher pixel intensity indicating a greater amount of tissue in the region [13]. In order to facilitate the comparison of pixel intensity values across different speakers and across different recordings of the same speaker, each measurement was scaled relative to the minimum and maximum pixel intensity values recorded for that ROI within the recording the measurement was taken from. The pixel intensity time series were smoothed using a locally weighted linear regression technique with a relatively tight kernel width of h=.9 [14]. The onset and maximum constriction of the relevant lingual gestures were found using an algorithm developed in [15], with movement onset defined as the frame where the articulator velocity reached 10% of its maximum velocity. For tokens where temporal landmarks were hard to identify due to the reduced magnitude of the gesture, DOR and PHAR measurements were taken from the points in time that corresponded to the onset and maximum constriction of the tongue tip constriction gesture.

In addition to measuring the pixel intensity within DOR and PHAR at the frame where the maximum constriction of each gesture was identified, a measure indexing movement displacement of the tongue root was also calculated by finding the mean pixel intensity difference between the gestural onset and the point of maximum constriction.

3. Results

A series of linear mixed effects models (LMEMs) were run independently to statistically evaluate whether there were differences in the realization of the low pharyngeal gesture in English /ɹ/ production for each speaker (a between-speakers comparison). The dependent variable in all cases was pixel intensity within either the DOR or the PHAR region, while the variable SPEAKER (ENG, FR and GK) was included as a fixed effect. Additionally, to account for the influence of vocalic context on rhotic production, tokens were coded for preceding vowel context; the decision to code for vowel context based on the identity of the preceding vowel was made in anticipation of greater perseverative coarticulatory effects on rhotic production than anticipatory effects. VOWEL (front or back) was included as a random effect in all statistical models.

3.1. Production Differences in L1 Rhotics

The results of a between-languages comparison of mean pixel intensity values in the pharyngeal ROI during rhotic production for each speaker in their L1 are shown in Figure 2. As mentioned in section 3.2, higher values for this measurement (closer to 1) indicate that more tongue tissue is present within this region at a specific time point, suggesting a greater degree of constriction. As we can see, the English speaker (ENG) has noticeably higher pixel intensity values within this region as compared to the French and Greek speakers in their first languages, as was expected considering only English has a low pharyngeal constriction out of these languages. Similarly, the low pixel intensity values observed for GK speaking in his native Greek are also expected, as the Greek rhotic alveolar tap is not characterized by any pharyngeal constriction.

An LMEM run to examine between-speakers comparisons of L1 data returned significant effects of both SPEAKER and VOWEL (both p < .001), with a post hoc pairwise comparisons of means revealing significant differences between all three speakers for VOWEL, and significant differences between the L1 English speaker ENG and each of the other speakers (GK and FR) along the dimension SPEAKER.
The Speaker X Vowel interaction was not found to be significant.

Although the mean pixel intensity value for the French speaker, FR, is relatively similar to the Greek speaker GK and lower than the English speaker ENG, the range of values measured in this region is noticeably wider for him than for the other speakers. This is most likely a consequence of the lingual motion necessary to achieve the expected high pharyngeal constriction in this language, as movement of the lower tongue root may be required to achieve the desired higher constriction. Additionally, the observed variability is likely due at least in part to interaction with flanking vowels, especially given the significant effect of Vowel.

Figure 3: DOR pixel intensity values for each speaker at the point of maximum constriction in their L1 rhotic

In Figure 3 we see the results of a between-speakers comparison of mean pixel intensity values in the dorsal ROI during rhotic production for each speaker in their L1. Although not as robust a contrast as that observed in the Pharyngeal ROI, the LMEM for this comparison returned a significant effect of both Speaker and Vowel (both p < .001), with no significant interaction between Speaker and Vowel. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons of means revealed that along the dimension Speaker, the L1 Greek speaker GK and the L1 English speaker ENG did not differ significantly, although significant differences were found when comparing both speakers to the L1 French speaker FR. As can be seen in Figure 4, pixel intensity values for the French speaker are noticeably higher in this region than for either of the other speakers, which follows from the fact that of these languages only the French rhotic utilizes a high pharyngeal constriction.

3.2. Production of the English Rhotic

The results of a between-speakers comparison of PHAR pixel intensity values during English /ɹ/ production are shown in Figure 4. As we can see, there are robust differences between the measurements recorded for each speaker, with the native English speaker ENG displaying the overall highest pixel intensity values in this ROI, the L1 Greek speaker GK displaying the lowest values, and the L1 French speaker FR displaying values somewhere in the middle. The LMEM for between-speakers comparisons of English data returned significant effects of both Speaker and Vowel (both p < .001), with significant differences found between all speakers in post hoc pairwise comparisons of means. The Speaker X Vowel interaction was not found to be significant.

Crucially, this mirrors the pattern observed for each speaker’s pixel intensity measurements in this ROI in their native language (as discussed in section 3.1). In particular, the continued observation of relatively low pixel intensity in this region for GK, the native Greek speaker, seems to suggest that he does not include a low pharyngeal gesture in his production of English /ɹ/. Additionally, while the mean pixel intensity observed for the native French speaker FR is noticeably higher than in was in his L1, it is still significantly lower than the measurements obtained for the native English speaker ENG in this region.

The results of a between-speakers comparison of pixel intensity values in the DOR ROI during English /ɹ/ production, although not as robust as the differences observed for the PHAR ROI, still allow the observation that FR exhibits a much larger range of constriction degrees in his production of English /ɹ/ than either the native English speaker or the L1 Greek speaker (Figure 5). This seems to suggest that, for at least some tokens, a dorsopalatal constriction similar to that observed in the French rhotic is being created. An LMEM run to examine between-speaker comparisons of L1 data returned a significant effect of Speaker (p = .0035), but not of Vowel (p = .2414). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons of means revealed that, as was observed for the L1 data, there was a significant
difference in the mean values along this dimension for the L1 French speaker when compared to both of the other speakers, while the mean values recorded for the L1 Greek and L1 English speakers did not differ significantly from one another. The Speaker X Vowel interaction was not found to be significant.

Interestingly, although the evidence as a whole seems to point to neither of the non-native English speakers producing an English-like pharyngeal gesture in their production of English /ɹ/, it is worth noting that the mean pixel intensity value measured within the PHAR region for FR was higher when he was speaking in English than when he was speaking in his native language, French (Figures 2 and 4). While this may be due, in whole or in part, to differences in the stimuli presented with each language (as the read speech from which the data was drawn was not controlled in such a way to guarantee similar vocalic contexts for tokens in different languages), it also presents the interesting possibility that these speakers are at least attempting to approximate the appropriate pharyngeal gesture in their production of English /ɹ/. As demonstrated in previous work on L2 speech production, the influence of the L1 on the production of L2 sounds is pervasive even at high proficiency levels, with learners apt to produce L2 categories as intermediate to their own L1 production and native speaker norms for the target language. A more in-depth analysis, with more carefully controlled stimuli, will be necessary to gain a fuller understanding of the acquisition process for the pharyngeal gesture and reveal whether or not an intermediate degree of constriction is truly observed for speakers attempting to approximate this gesture.

One final question that has not yet been addressed in this investigation, but will be evaluated perceptually in an extension of this project, is whether the absence of a pharyngeal gesture in the production of English /ɹ/ has a noticeable effect on the perception of this sound as “native-like” in its production. Impressionistically, the English rhotic produced by the L1 Greek speaker, GK, did not sound native-like in the least. However, the L1 French speaker, FR, does have a more native-sounding English /ɹ/ despite the evidence that he is not producing, or at least not consistently producing, the low pharyngeal gesture that characterizes this sound. This seems to indicate that the pharyngeal gesture is necessary for a native-like English /ɹ/; however, it may be that the presence of any pharyngeal gesture, whether it be low or high, may suffice in combination with the other gestures comprising the English /ɹ/ constellation to produce the acoustic effects of a native-like segment.

4. Discussion

The results of this investigation provide preliminary evidence that, at least for some L2 English speakers, the pharyngeal gesture in /ɹ/ has not been acquired, or at the very least is not being produced. In theory, this could be due to the learners’ failure to adequately perceive this gesture, leading to its absence from their mental representation of English /ɹ/. Alternatively, the absence of a pharyngeal gesture in non-native speakers’ production of English /ɹ/ may be due to difficulty in the production of a pharyngeal gesture in an L2 environment that is absent from the L1 (i.e., implementing a pharyngeal gesture in the production of an L2 category when the corresponding L1 category does not include such a gesture).

While neither of the L2 English speakers in this study seem to produce English /ɹ/ in a native-like manner, as judged by the lack of a low pharyngeal gesture in their production, it is less clear whether there is direct influence from the production of pharyngeal gestures in their L1 rhotic on their production of English /ɹ/. For example, the measurements obtained for FR in the DOR ROI while speaking English were variable enough that a clear pattern of transfer from the L1 to the L2 failed to emerge. Although the mean for FR’s DOR pixel intensity values is roughly equivalent in both English and their L1, French, the overall distribution of values for this speaker in English extends far lower than in French, suggesting the occasional absence of a high pharyngeal gesture in his production of the English rhotic. However, the observation that this range of values is still rather large and overlaps considerably with his French DOR measurements seems to indicate that FR is, at least for some tokens, producing a higher pharyngeal constriction similar to that incorporated in his L1 rhotic. Additionally, while GK’s failure to produce any consistent pharyngeal gesture in either Greek or English may indicate L1 transfer, it may also be the consequence of a general difficulty acquiring new pharyngeal gestures in an L2.

5. Conclusion

This study examined the potential for the presence or location of a pharyngeal constriction in L2 English speakers’ L1 rhotics to influence their production of English /ɹ/. Neither the L1 French speaker, whose native language contains a high pharyngeal gesture, nor the L1 Greek speaker appeared to consistently produce an English-like low pharyngeal constriction in their production the English rhotic. These results suggest that the acquisition and production of the pharyngeal gesture in the English rhotic approximant is particularly difficult for learners whose L1 rhotics lack an identical constriction, although further research will be necessary to gain a fuller understanding of the factors that influence and impede the acquisition process for the pharyngeal gesture.
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